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Canadian Medical Association.
clo Mr. Doug Geekie.
Canadian Medical Association.
1867 Alta Vista Drive.
Ottawa.

K1G OG8

Dear Mr. Geekie.

No-one appreciates responsible medical discussion more
than the people affected by the concerns under discussion. but
sometimes responsible discussion is displaced by acrimonious
debate. Of course. it's important for professionals to avoid
discussions which actually hurt their clients, directly or
indirectly.

The Canadian Medical Association may have been less
careful than usual when it published the attached article by
Donna Ste\Yart. Far from being a scientific expression of a
medical opinion, the article might have been rejected by the
CMAJ Peer Review on basic principles, such as the fact that it
uses innuendo and suggestion to make its points, rather than a
reasoned expression of fact.

Background

Thousands of Canadians and many others around the world
have been diagnosed as environmentally sensitive. We have health
problems resulting from various sensitivities to natural and
synthetic substances, with effects ranging from mild discomfort
to total disability.

As with many other disabled groups, our greatest
difficulties resul t from public and medical at ti tudes. For
years, without supporting evidence, encouraged by articles like
Ste,,,art IS, some doc tors and other authorities sta ted we were
somatizing our symptoms due to poorly handled psychological
stress.
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Our conscious knowledge of the sources triggering the
problems, similar to one's knowledge of what caused a burn, was
dismissed as delusive. The problem of being labelled as mentally
unsound, for imagining that our ,symptoms were related to
environmental factors, became a bigger problem than the problem
itself. Gary Gurbin, M.P., when he was Parliamentary Secretary
to the federal Minister of the Environment, compared our plight
with that of epileptics. Careless people, unaware of their own
ignorance, said epileptics were possessed by the devil, while
reasona ble people' admi tted they couldn't explain what ,.,ras
happening. Depending on how they were affected by bigotry,
patients' lives were ruined.

There is evidence that stress is important in managing
environmental sensitivity disorders, as it is in looking after
and preventing any illness, but there is no scientific evidence
to support the contention that people with environmental
sensitivity are emotionally ilL Judge George Thomson, in a
committee report commissioned by the Ontario Government, referred
to that position as "clearly untenable" in September, 1985, two
months before Stewart' s article ,.,ras published. He also cautioned
aga inst taking stances that 'ofOuld be "un prod uctive and divisive,
antithetical to the task of promoting collaborative efforts that
will help in understanding and treating the problem of a growing
number of patients".

Nonetheless, many more physicians read the CMA Journal
than "read provincial commission reports. We find that even today
many phy sicians quote Donna Stewart' s article, illogical and
riddled with hyperbole as it is. A friend of mine who was
intermittently disabled by pollution in a building on Rideau St.
recently went to an Ottawa doctor who quoted Stewart and
prescribed valium. Fortunately the patient persisted, and she
more recently has seen a doctor who is familiar with building
sickness and who recognized the problem.

This problem of bigotry in health professionals has a
continuing, significant effect throughout the country. As a
result of being labelled as deluded, people affected by the
problem have suffered a general loss of credibility. Families
have broken up. Professional reputations ,.,rere ruined. Careers
ended. People didn't receive reasonable accommodation in the
work-place and elsewhere.

Several people died, most by suicide in response to the
frustrations of having a problem people wouldn't take seriously
because a few empty tin cans irrationally insisted it was
somatization.
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Do.ctors and other health professionals who supported us
have stated for the record that they were afraid to speak out
because of the bigotry fostered by articles such as the one
published in the CMAJ. Since the CHA' s apparent sanctioning of
Dr. Stewart's cripple bashing, she has been invited by many
doctors' organizations to put forward her backwards views.

Several policy makers in my personal experience gave
the fact that the CHA published Stewart' s article as a reason
they could not get their Department or Ministry to take action on
disabling pollution. Media outlets were encouraged by the CMA's
irresponsible approval of the article. One version of her
statements was published in the Toronto Star.

In addition to the damages caused to people already
diagnosed, the article affected a second group. Many people who
have the problem have not been diagnosed, such as some
psychiatric patients. It is certain that some suicides in this
group could have been prevented if Stewart' s article had not
\vorked against, the efforts of people who were trying to rescue
people with chronic problems linked to the environment, through
public education, and efforts through health institutions.

The Canadian Medical Association refused to retract the
article at the time, saying it was not responsible for its
content, even though it is the publisher of the magazine. A
request to the Canadian Human Rights Commission was met with the
suggestion that we should court the support of the CMA! The
Ontario Ministry of Health refused to help as well, and more
than one bureaucrat, including the main provincial policy co
ordinator on environmental sensitivity, Ms Anna Rose Spina, gave
the fact that the CHA had published Stewart' s article as the
reason their Ministry was stalling on ~ related action!

The article

Most of Stewart's errors, and those of her editors, are
represented in the synopsis. \Vith one exception this criticism
will be confined to unscientific elements included in the
synopsis, although the same errors are repeated and magnified in
her article, should further discussion be necessary or desirable.

Hri ting is thinking. In the most simple expression,
the publishing of Dr. Stewart' s article has hurt people because
she is apparently unable to think scientifically, if that means
only clearly and fairly. Her article has three weaknesses.
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I. The author is unaware of her own ignorance.

Dr. Stewart was unfamiliar with her subject, with what
people familiar with the problem ",ere stating at the time, and
with research that had already taken place. She was prepared to
make damaging statements when, if she were a competent
professional, it should have been obvious to her that she was
doing so without knowing what she ",as talking about.

1. "Twentieth Century Disease" is not one illness. It
is not new in the 20th Century.

2. The term "Total Allergy Syndrome", although used by
a few practitioners, is not commonly used by
doctors familiar with the problem, for two
reasons:

(1) The illnesses are not exclusively immune
dysfunctions.

(2) The word "total" implies more than the
reality. Most patients in the group
experience problems with a few
substances, some with many substances,
but none are "allergic to the ,,,hole
'I1Orld". Similarly, people are not
"hypersensitive to the environment", but
only some things in it. Far from being
"incapable of living in the modern
world", most people with the problem do
very well, unless surrounded by bigotry.

3. It is simply incorrect to say there is little
scientific literature on the subjects involved in
environmental sensitivity disorders. Of all the
incorrect facts Dr. Stewart asserts, this one
perhaps more than any should have been a clue to
the CMAJ Peer Review Committee that Dr. Stewart
was the wrong person to write an article on the
subject. A recent publication of Health and
Welfare lists articles on the subject going back
to 1947. I was diagnosed in 1979, six years
before Stewart wrote her article. The day I was
diagnosed I found articles in the medical section
of Carleton University library going back to 1951.

A study published by psychologists at the Royal
Ottawa Hospital in 1981, (four years before
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Stewart), quotes studies going back to 1950. An
article in the Psychiatric Journal of the
University of Ottawa (June 1980) stated that
"testing for food allergy is a useful addition to
psychosomatic practice".

4. Artificial materials should not be singled out as
the source of the "assault". Many of us have
problems with such archaic substances as wood
smoke, for instance. (Incidently, people are
capable of assault, things are not.) The
increased exposure resul ting from s yn t het i c
chemicals merely increases the total load on the
organism. Some have speculated that human
susceptibility to illness may be increased due to
nutrient depletion by toxic rain and agricultural
stresses, among other factors that have been
related to the group.

5. It is wrong to suggest that most patients within the
group resist psychiatric referral. Many people
with environmental sensitivity regularly visit
psychologists and psychiatrists. Often we require
counselling to deal with denial, frustration,
bigotry, and discrimination, (in medical circles
largely the result of Dr. Stewart's article).

6. The reasons people Hith sensitivities may resist
psychiatric referral, when they do, are many, as
in the population as a \~hole. Sometimes the
environmentally sensitive become tired of hearing
Dr. Stewart's misinformed" attitude. Many
psychiatrists do not understand the effect some
environmental sensitivity disorders can have on
the central nervous system, and treat the patient
in a silly, disrespectful, and patronizing way
while trying to "help" them overcome their
"delusions".

7. The fact that the editors and Dr. Stewart question
the phenomenon on the basis that environmental
sensitivity disorders often cause symptoms much in
common with other illnesses also reflects a lack
of understanding of what's happening. Often the
environmental sensitivity is exacerbating or
causing another illness.

Here Dr. Stewart repeats the mistake made by a few
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allergists: not understanding what is being said,
they rush forward to make corrections. For
instance, some allergists have claimed that it is
impossible for allergies to cause ear infections.
Several have ridiculed clinical ecologists for
suggesting they could, one on "The Food Show" (CBC
Radio). Guffawing, the wise "traditional"
(uninformed) allergist stated it was silly to say
ear infections could be caused by allergy.
Infections, "as any first year med student knm.,rs",
are caused by germs.

In fact, allergies (and other sensitivities) may
cause irritation to tissue in the ear, leaving the
tissue more susceptible to infection. According
to the Thomson report, completed two months before
Stewart I s level of expertise was publicly
demonstrated, any system of the body can be
affected by various kinds of poorly understood
sensitivities which are often not immune-system
mediated.

11. Stewart's sample is not representative.

1. She saw 18 out of about five thousand people
diagnosed in Canada at the time.

2. They were patients from among the group who
exhi bited psychiatric problems, and who had been
referred to psychiatrists.

Ill. Stewart's logical connections are not.

1. The synopsis and the article do not point out that
there is no basis in reason, logic, or science to
assume its basic statement, that the fact that
some of these patients responded to psychiatric
drugs indicates, in any way, that the~ of the
problem is psychiatric in nature, that the drugs
do anything more than manage symptoms.

2. To suggest tha t a psychiatric diagnosis might be a
replacement for a diagnosis of environmental
sensitivity because some people with sensitivities
exhibit psychiatric problems is tantamount to
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stating there is no such thing as brain tumors
because people who "claim" to have brain tumors
often have "well-knO\-IO psychiatric problems".
Both author and editors seem unaware of the fact
that the diagnoses under discussion are not
mutually exclusive.

If Stewart had merely re-expressed the obvious
fact that many psychiatric patients may be helped
by ways in addition to those offered by clinical
ecologists (a fact the ecologists have recognized
and acted on since the beginning), her
contribution, though less visible, might have
been more accurate and less damaging. However,
even if that was her intention, she is so clumsy
in expressing it as to appear dangerous if writing
a bout any matter as impor tan t as a hea 1 t h
concern.

For instance, at one point she asks "Is 20th
Century Disease a new illness, an allergic disease
caused by reactions to a toxin filled environment?
Or is it another diagnosis for a group of
syndromes that have confused and frustrated
physicians for more than 3000 years?" She
misrepresents what people affected are saying,
then sets it against confusion in the medical
profession for 30 centuries and asks if it
provides an explanation. The fact that no-one is
making the claim doesn't seem to matter to
SteHart; the framing of the question helps
readers adopt her obvious bias.

3. She makes her case by using suggestion and innuendo.
The "ill-defined" symptoms experienced by people
who "claim" to have environmental sensitivities
may sometimes "be seen as" serious. (Symptoms for
most with the illness are not ill-defined, but
very specific. h'hy is it that others who are
diagnosed as having an illness have the illness,
while we merely "believe" or "claim" we have it?)

On the other hand, Dr. Stewart says the "severe
psychological symptorr's" some patients "exhibit"
are "\.ell-known" psychiatric disorders or they
"have much in common with other conditions known
to physicians for centuries". There is no logical
connection between her slanted language and the
facts. The somatization illnesses she describes
as "well-known" are in fact very poorly understood
and highly controversial themselves, but you'd
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never know it from her article.

4. To the clinical physician reading the article, the
synopsis suggests a psychiatric diagnosis ought to
be considered. Neither the synopsis or the
article suggest when a psychiatric diagnosis is
more appropriate than an environmental one. The
author provides no criteria for assessment other
than bias. just as she provides no basis for
putting forward her argument other than a biased
interpretation of ambiguous facts.

To sum up. one could say that Dr. Stewart has walked
into a circle of concerned professionals and clients who are
quietly discussing a concern. taken a glance around, listened to
fragments of the ongoing conversation, dra,m inappropriate
conclusions. jumped on her high horse and galloped around in
circles shouting "Unheard of!" about that which she has not
listened to. She then attempts to execute the messenger and his
entire entourage before listening to the message.

Surely Dr. Stewart is not unfamiliar with the fact that
many. many things are unexplained. and that some of them. on
occasion. become better understood. She must be aware that
people who are faced with problems that are not well understood
often try to come to terms with them, and that this often
involves new methods. Clearly it adds little and demonstrates no
great perceptive power for people to elbow their way into the
group shouting the obvious. as she does. that what is new is
"unconventional".

There is a rule in Journalism that Dr. Stewart might
tuck away some where. It's called "Run it by your sources." If
the CMAJ's peerless editors had put some of the author's peculiar
ideas in front of Canadian clinical ecologists, instead of
lobbing them from a darkened pillbox, they might have protected
us while Dr. Stewart some,~hat carelessly protects herself from
the vacuum of her own ignorance. Most of what she claims we're
saying we were simply not saying, at least not the couple of
hundred of people affected that I knew at the time (including a
dozen Canadian clinical ecologists. and the: Boards of Directors
of the self-help groups).

Fortunately. more and more psychiatrists are
recognizing the importance of environmental influences in
psychiatric illnesses. Chemical sensitivities. immune responses,
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and other physiologically mediated influences on the central
nervous system are being identified every day. Increasingly,
psychiatrists are able to see these factors as important rather
than threatening to their knowledge (not to mention their
patients' health).

If I ,.,ere to adopt the CMA' s approach to scientific
argument in responding to Dr. Stewart's crazed parading. I might
suggest, through innuendo, that psychiatric patients may be
deluded b believing that psychiatry is anything but a fad
explaining problems that have plagued us for centuries.
Fortunately for all of us. my peers are perhaps a little less
starstruck by seeing my name in print. and would not lose track
of the fact that I don't know anything about psychiatry. If only
Dr. Stewart had such good friends they might do likewise with her
areas of ignorance!

To the publisher of the Journal. the Canadian Medical
Association, I would suggest that they shouldn't lend their good
name to doctors who defame people by using misinformation, poor
logic, and insupportable statements as it's not very professional
and tends to work against the interests of the client. (In this
case several people have been misdiagnosed. and some have
committed suicide.) Medical discussion is one thing,
insupportable defamation is quite something else.

I thank you for taking the time to read through this.
The damages the article has contributed to continue. The CMA has
been intransigent in refusing to correct the misconceptions it
irresponsibly fostered by publishing an article based on bias and
ignorance. It has published other views,but it has never made:
clear the problems of lack of science and reason in Dr. Stewart's
writing. By refusing to set the record straight. the Canadian
Medical Association is contributing to the continued harassment
of victims and to the sustained denial of medical and other
services to members of this disabled group.

Chris Brown
(613) 837 7173

cc Dr. Norman DaSylva. Canadian Medical Association
Dr. Katherine McCourt. Canadian Medical Association
Dr. Bruce Squires. Canadian Medical Association Journal




